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REACTION DISTRIBUTION IN A POROUS ANODE 

Richard Collin Alkire 
Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

An experimental technique has been developed for me~suring 

the reaction distribution within flooded porous electrodes in which 

there is no bulk flow of electrolyte in the pores. A porous metal 

2 

anode is dissolved electrolytically forming soluble reaction product~. 

The porosity of the electrode, uniform prior to electrolysis, 

is determined after electrolysis by a microscopic examination. 

The change in porosity distribution is equivalent to the time-average 

reaction distribution during electrolysis. The design of the experi-
, 

ment is such that electrolysis proceeds in a manner which is well 

characterized. 

The acid copper system was used for study. Six experiments 

were conducted to investigate the capabilities and limitations of 

' the method. It was found that reaction distributions can be deter-

mined which are in qualitative agreement with present theories. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Electrochemical processes have in common a heterogeneous transfer 

reaction that occurs in the vicinity of the electrode-electrolyte 

interface. The rate of this charge transfer step, per unit interfacial 

area, is limited by the kinetics of the overall reaction and by the 

availability of reacting species. It is not difficult to imagine 

several cases where the electrode reaction rate, per unit interfacial 

area, is limited by (a) very slow kinetics regardless of the readily 

available reactants, (b) -slow diffusion in the electrolyte wherein the 

material reacts as soon as it reaches the interface, and (c) accumula-

tion of insoluble reactants of low electrical conductivity which cover 

and insulate the electrode surface thus greatly reducing the reaction 

rate. 

The kinetics and the mass transfer can usually be improved; thi? 

might be accomplished, for instance, by increasing the temperature and 

by stirring the solution. However, after a point, it is easier to in-

crease the overall rate of reaction by using electrodes with large inter-

facial areas. Consequently, porous electrodes, with.extended interfacial 

area per unit volume, find use. 
. ' 

The void volume of such electrodes is at least :Partially filled 

with liquid electrolyte. For instance, fuel_cells contain, in the 

void spaces, a gas phase in addition to liquid electrolyte~ On the 

other hand, batteries include porous electrodes which contain only 

liquid electrolyte. Evidently, then,. there are several means by which 

the species involved in the reaction may be supplied to and removed from 

the locations where the reaction takes place. · 
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(1) transport in the liquid phase, namely, convection, 

diffusion .. and migration.· 

(2) transport in tne gaseous phase, namely, convection . 

and diffusion. 

· (3) ,, •. a.cpumulation, or depletion, of solid material within 

the porous matrix. 

We shall not consider the various aspects of gas electr~des. Rather 

we shall devote our attention to porous electrodes whose void spac·es 

are totally filled with liquid electrolYte. Such electrodes are com-

monly termed "flooded" electrodes. . Further, only those electrodes 

will be considered in which there is no forced convection of· electro-

lyte through the pores. 

It is well known that, in an isothermal system, the local rate 
. ' 

of electrode reaction depends upon the concentration of reacting species 

in the layer of electrolyte immediately adjacent to the electrode sur-

. ·face, and upon the potential difference between this layer and the 

electrode itself. Except for very special cases, the concentration 

ana potential (in the solution) are not uniform over the entire electrode 

surface; rather, they vary, more or less, from point to point on the 

electrode. This variation can be attributed to: 

(1) electrode configuration which makes different points of 
. . 

the interface more or less accessible to the body of the 

electrolyte and counterelectrode. 
,.;. 

(2) hydrodynamic considerations which determine the convective 

transport in the electrolyte. 

In a flooded porous electrode, the reacting species are transported, 

through the pores, to and from the reaction sites witpin the electrode. 

·,·. 
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It is clear that the interface deep within the porous body is less 

accessible to the reacting species than that near the entrance of a 

pore. Evidently, the extended surface of a flooded porous electrode 

is not uniformly accessible to the reacting species, regardless of the 

geometry of the exterior surface of the electrode. As a consequence, 

the local rate of electrode reaction per unit interfacial area is 

unevenly distributed throughout the porous body. 

In the design of porous electrode systems, such as batteries,.it 

is important to be able to predict the reaction distribution within 
~ 

the porous body. Theoretical treatment is difficult, especially when 

the nature of the porous matrix changes with the extent o~ reaction. 

Experimental measurements of distribution are necessary to test the 

predictions of the simplified theoretical models available. Such ex-

periments are also difficult; nevertheless, with careful· design of the 

experiment, valuable information may be obtained. 

5 

It has been the aim of this work to develop a method for measuring 

reaction distributions in one type of flooded porous electrode. The 

method consists of dissolving a porous metal anode to such an extent 

that the porosity of the matrix changes slightly from its original value. 

The resuiting change in porosity distri~ution is equivalent to the 

time-average current distribution during the dissolution. The final 

porosity distribution is determined from a microscopic examination of 

the electrode subsequent to electrolysis. 

2.1 Previous Work: Theoretical 

There are essentially two approaches to the problem of predicting 

the distribution of reaction in a flooded electrode. Almost all 
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investigators have used the macroscopic approach, which treats.the 

flooded electrode as a homogeneous matrix in which there is transfer 

of current between electronic'and ionic mode~? of conduction according 

to basic laws of transport phenomena. Both transient and steady-state 
. 

reaction-distribution may be determined as functions o:f kinetic, mass· 

transfer and geometric parameters. More crude macroscopic models 

divide the electrode into thin lamina which are subsequently replaced 

by equivalent circuits. In this way, one hOpefully accounts forresis

tances in both solid matrix and electrolyte, overpotential and i~terfacial 

capacitance. It is difficult, however, to use these types of models 

. to predict the reaction distribution forrealistic systems in which the 

physical parameters. vary with concentration and current distribution. 
. . , 

Nevertheless, the models give satisfactory results for simple situations 

and serve as lucid exampies of various important aspects of porous 

electrode behavior. 

On the other hand, the microscopic approach treats a single pore 

to which is ascribed a particul.ar geometric configuration. ~sed on 

this configuration~ the reaction distribution coUld be obtained from. · 

the transport relations. It is doubtful, however, that any porous 

matrix can be described in such a· simple/ fashion. Moreover, no com-

pleted analyses of this type are available in the literature. 

The thesis o:f Grens contains a review of the more notable previous 

1VOrk [1 J. ' ' 

The subsequent article, by Grens and Tobias, contains a · 

somewhat condensed version [2]. Therein is ·contained the basic assump

tions of the various models, the types of results obtained, the limi-

tations of applicability, and the inherent difficulties of the methods. 

We shall not duplicate these remarks here. 

.... _ ...... 

" • 

! 

f 

' 

J 

.. 
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In their own contribution, Grens and Tobias considered both the 

transient and the steady-state reaction distributions throughout a 

porous electrode in which the matrix does not change in time. Their 

.macroscopic analysis yields dimensionless groupings of the system 

parameters necessary to relate the reaction distribution to electrode 

geometry, mass transfer and overpotential behavior. 

Mass transport within the porous electrode was characterized 

principally by the parameter 

J 

where i* = current density in the electrolyte at. the pore entrance, 

amp/cm
2

• /'. 

1 ···- length of average pore through porous electrode, em. 

n = number of Faradays of charge transferred per gm-mol of 

reaction (positive for cathodic). 

F =Faraday's constant, 96,500 coul/equiv. 

Dk = diffusion coefficient of species k, cm
2
/sec. 

c_~ = cqncentration of species kin bulk electrolyte,· gm-mol/cm3• 

As the value of ~ decreases, the reaction distribution becomes more 

uniform. However,· other things held constant, there exists a lower 

limit of ~ below which further decrease will cause no effect in the 

distribution. 

For mass transfer external.to the electrode, the effects are 

characte.rized b;r 

where 8 = equivalent transfer layer thickness, em. 
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Electrode kinetic considerations enter into the kinetic paramet~r, 

;, which is . 2 . 
a 1 i 

where 

~ = 0 o· 
nF Dk c_k 

a = specific· surface of matrix, cm
2

/cm3. 
. 2 

i
0 

=exchange current density of electrode reaction,.arrrps/cm. 

Any change which increases the value of ~ also increases the non-

uniformity of the reaction. distribution • 

. The last group, t;, is particularly interesting since it contains 

both "a" and "i • " . Grens and Tobias assume that "a" is constant, which 
0 

is true for, say, a _redox reaction at an inert' electrode (such. as 

ferri-ferrocyani·de ~n nickel).· HoW~ver, if the electrode matrix 

changes with the e~ent of reaction (such as when copper dissolves ~n 

sulfuric acid),. the value of "a 11 will be a function of both time and 

position. 

·The value ·or the so-called "exchange current density", i
0

, is 

often uncertain. This is one of:two parameters which characterize the 

non~equilibrium behavior of the electrode-solution interface. These 

., 

are usually evaluated by fitting a two-parameter equation to the experi

m~ntal results of the i "!!}.·· ~% 11 1 curve, where 11 1 is the potential 

difference between the layer of electrolyte immediately adjacent to the 

elect:rode surface and the electrode itself. Unless precautions are_ 

taken, the measured values of overpotential may include, in addition to 
r . 

11 , a contribution due to deviations between electrolyte composition 

immediately adjacent t.o the el~ctrode and the reference composition 

(concentration polarization). This contribution may be particularly 

significant in highly reversible systems. The resulting experimental 

' 

.. 
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data in such a case characterize not only the interface but also the 

mass transfer regime external to the electrode. It is not uncommon, 

for instance, for t~o investigators to report values of i which differ 
. 0 

by an order of magnitude. Conse~uently, it is evident that the value 

II ·tr t: of the product ai
0

, and hence s, is often uncertain. 

There has been no theoretical work which takes ;i.hto .. consideration 

the change in electrode matrix with the extent of reaction. The mathe

matical difficuities have been so great that investigators have pre-

ferred the experimental approach. 

2.2 Previous Work: Experimental 

Several notable experimental studies have been conduct.ed in recent: 
'. 

years aimed at the clarification of the performance of porous electrodes. 

·. Daniel-Bek measured:·.a potential distribution in a polarized porous 

carbon electrode by .inserting a 0.3 mm Luggin capillary in a hole 

drilled from the face of the electrode [3]. However, it is likely that 

the presence of the probe altered the distribution within the electrode. 

In addition, it was necessary to perform a double differentiation of 

the potential distribution data.in order to obtain the current distri-

but ion. 

Coleman was apparently the first to'use the sectioned electrode 

technique wherein the electrode is fabricated from wafers of electrode 

material, insulated one from another [4]. The branch current through 

each wafer is directly rel.ated to the average charge transfer rate 

throughout each wafer. · In this way, provided the wafers are thin 

compared with the thickness of the reaction zone, the reaction distri

bution zone, the reaction distribution may be determined. Coleman's 

LeclS;nche type cathode wafers,. however, were much thicker (1 em) than 
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the region of reaction. As a result, the major portion of reaction 

occurred in the first wafer and it was not possible to obtain a reac-

tion distribution. 

Ksenzhek and Stender applied their microscopic model to the in

terior surface of a tubular electrode [5]. In order to verify the 

· model, they made pbtential measurements in a nickel-plated macropore 

(8 mm diameter). In such a macropore, however, motion of the electro

lyte (such as natural convection) is very likely to occur, whereas this. 

·. is not the case in a micropore. Moreover, it is· not possible. to 

maintain simiiarity between the behavior of a macropore and that of a 

. · micropore •. Their experimental results thus cannot be considered to 

have yielded meaningful information regarding the behavior of real 

porous electrodes • 

. Bomben employed sectioned porous electrodes fabricated from nickel 

screens [6]. Recognizing the importance of working with an electrode 

reaction whose electrochemical characteristics are well known, he used 

the ferri-ferrocyanide redox system, supported with 2N NaOH. He also 

realized the advantage of being able to characterize the external mass 

transfer to the reacting electrode; therefore, his electrode was placed 

in the wall of a flow du~t such that, .he claimed, the mass transfer 

analogy of Lin, Moulton and Putnam applied. This was not so, however, 

for mass transfer to a flat plate in a flow channel is not uniform 

at the front edge, corresponding to the region wherein convective 

transfer predominates over diffusive transfer. Moreover, his electrode 

was pla~ed 13 di~eters downstream whereas it. is well knawn that tur-

· bulent flow is not uniform until approximately 50 diameters downstream 

from the entrance. Nevertheless, Bomben reports current distributions 

... 
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which are qualitatively correct. His experimental design considered 

aspects which were not previously recognized. 

The need for new techniques in fundamental research on porous 

electrodes has become evident. Investigators in this.laboratory have, 

in the past, frequently attempted to simplify their work by using systems 

in which there was. no change in the solid matrix during the course of 

reaction. The soluble ferri-ferrocyanide redox couple on nickel was a 

popular choice due to well-established kinetics. In order to measure 

the reaction distribution in such systems, it was necessary to section 

the electrode into thin wafers insulated one from another. The resul-

. tant ·mechanical and electrical complications cause the approach to be 

unreliable. 

2. 3 Purpose · 

It was the purpose of the present work to develop a new-technique 

for measuring the reaction distribution within flooded porous electrodes 

without sectioning or otherwise altering the electrodes before and 

during operatio_n. It was ·thus necessary to choose an electrode which, 

upon electrolysis, changed in a. manner which permitted evaluation of the 

reaction distribution throughout the porous body •. The dissolving porous 

metal anode, mentioned above, satis.fied these criteria since the change 

in porosity distribution was equivalent to the time-average reaction 

distribution d~ing electrolysis. For electrodes with a uniform ini

tial porosity, the change required measurement of the final porosity 

distribution (after electrolysis). As long as the porous matrix changed 

but slightly, the predictions of available theoretical models should 

apply. 
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The porous body under investigation should be prepared in such a 

way that it· may be characterized in a simple rnan~er. Spherical·par

ticles of uniform diameter, for instance, were used in fabricating the 
2 3 . ~ 

electrode since the resulting specific surface area 1 em /em , is easily 
. . ~ 

calculated. It is convenient that the initial porosity distributio~ 

be uniform throughout the entire electrode. In a statistical sense, 

it is inevitable that there will be a non-unifo:rm region near the ex- · 

terior surface; ideally, the thickness ·of this region will be one 

particle diameter. It is essential that the thickness of this non~uniform 

region of the initial distribution be small with respect to the thick- · 

ness of the zone over which most of the subsequent electrode reaction· '· · · 

occurs. This is particularly import~nt in porous metal electrodes , 

··where the bulk. of the electrode reaction occurs in a thin layer near 

the exterior surface. Electrodes were therefore prepared so that the 

non-uniform zone of the initial porosity.distribution is less than: two· ... 
I.· 

particle diameters in.depth. 

It has· been mentioned previously that the porous electrode was to . 

be dissolved anodically. Such reactions ~xhibit only minor dependence 

upon the·. original surface .state of the ~~tal. On the other hand, it 

is generally true that the kinetics of .cathodic deposition processes.· 

are drastically influenced by contamination of the surface resulting, 

. usually, in poor reproducibility. 

If the reaction product (a metal salt) is relatively insoluble, 

it is evident' that the interior surface of the electrode will become 

.· ~oated and, eventually, the pores clogged, with.the insoluble salt. 

: ·:. 

This situation is Obviously unsatisfactory when a simple characterization 
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of the porous body is desired. Since basic salts are ins'o.luble in 

aqueous systems of electrochemical interest, neutral:or acidic systems 

must·be used. 

It is desirable that there should be. only one reaction occurring 

· throughout the electrode. Metals having more than one ·stable ionic 

form, for instance, cannot be used with confidence.· Moreover, it is 

not possible to use a metal whose oxidation potential ~s such that it 

would react spontaneously with water. Also, it is convenient to choose 

a system for which quanitities such as diffusion coefficients, conduc-

ti vi ties and kinetic parameters are available. 

The dissolution of a porous metal anode is accompanied by an in-

crease in the metal ion concentration within the pores. In a dilute 

binary electrolyte, the physical properties of the electrolyte will thus 

. ; vary, in some manner, throughout the porous body. Likewise,. if an 

appreciable quantity of material is dissolved, the properties of the 

bulk electrolyte (external to the porous body) will change as the reac-

tion proceeds. Moreover, the low conductivity of a dilute solution 

. ' ( 2 ) would lead to a homogeneous generation of heat I R loss • Accumulation 

' of heat, within the electrode, would greatly affect the reaction kinetics. 

Although this would be av~ided by the use of a concentrated binary 

electrolyte, in which the small concentration change would have a 

negligible effect on the overall properties, the concentrated system 

is more likely to result in the precipitation of solid metal salt within 

the pores of the electrode. We therefore seek a ternary electrolyte 

which is dilute with respect to the reacting ~pecies and concentrated 

with respect to the "inert" species. 

Following the considerations outlined above, the acid copper system 

. (cu, C~S04' H2s_o4 ) .Was chosen for study. A compilation of the phy~ical 
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. properties of this system appe~rs in Appendix I. Commercially avail

able porous copper electrodes were fabricated from spherical_ copper-. 

powder of uniform particle diameter 50 microns. 

It is apparent that the geometry of.the electrolysis chamber and 

the hydrodynamic conditions external to the electrode affect greatly 

the behavior of the electrode. It is convenient, in the characteriza-

tion of these factors, if the electrode is subject to such an environment 

· that it behaves in a one-dimensional manner. That is, the behavior of 

· the electrode is then totally described by describing the behavior along 

one definite spatial coordinate which, in this case, is perpendic~ar 

to the plane of the external surface of the electrode. 

Evidently the current density, at .the external surface, must be 
I·. 

,// 

uniform across the entire surface~ A rectangular electrolysis chamber. 

~s used, where the porous electrode and the counterelectrode occupy 

opposite sides.·. In such a chamber, assuming that there is no convective 

motion in the electrolyte and ignoring edge effects, the current density· 

is uniform over the external surface of both electrodes. 

· However, there is usually convective motion in the electrolyte 

regardless of the horizontal 0~ vertical posture of the' electrodes so 

that the current will be unevenly_distributed across .the surface of 
,:,/· .. 

·. · the electrode. Some hydrodynamic arrangement wherein there is uniform 

mass transfer over the external surface of the porous electrode can be 

superimposed and will dominate any natural convection in the cell. 

It is well known, for instance, that an approximately uniform flux is 

established in well developed (steady) mass· transfer from the wall of 

a pipe, or square duct, into a· turbulent 'fluid. For this case there is 

. ,· 

,;.; 

... 

a region, at.the leading edge of the mass transfer zone, where the local .; 
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mass flux is not uniform. Deissler~ for example, calculates the local 

mass transfer rate as a function of the Reynolds number, the Schmidt 
' 

number, and the distance. downstream from the leading edge [7]. ·His 

results, for Sc = 1000, are illustrated in Appendix II. 

So that the porous'electrode is not exposed to the entrance.region 

of non-uniform mass transfer, a second porous electrode is .placed 

immediately upstream from the electrode of interest. This upstream . 

electrode, designated as the buffer electrode, is of sufficient length 

that it occupies the entire entrance region. Consequently,· the elec-

trode of interest, 'designated the specimen electrode, is in the well-
. . ' 

developed (steady) region wherein the mass flux is uniform. The resUlts 

of Deissler indicate that the buffer electrode should be three channel 
I 

diameters in length; pertaining calculations appear in Appendix II., 

The fluid must' move in a well developed (steady) turbulent manner . 

. for these simple mass transfer criteria to apply. The motion·· becomes . 

well developed only after the fluid is some distance.downstream from 

the channel entrance. Calculations for determining this. distance 

appear in Appendix III. The result is that the electrodes must be at 

least 300 hydraulic diameters downstream from the entrance of the channel. 

We are inter~sted in flooded porous electrodes in which there is 
.~' : 

no convective motion of electrolyte through the·. electrode. As the 

matrix changes with the extent of reaction, it i~ likely that the volume 

of solid electrode material'will also change, resulting in the dis-

placement of a small quantity of electrolyte into, or out from, ·the~ 

electrode. This s.econdary convection is unavoidable and is quite 

likely inconsequential. In preventing· internal convection, however, 

there is a more import~nt factor which must be considered. As 

. ·' 
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discussed previously,· it is necess~rY' to place th~ electrode' in the 

~all of a flow .channel through which electrolyte moves in steady 

turbulent flow. Obviously, then, there will be a pressure drop along 

the _length of the electrode. As a consequence, this pressure field 

serves as a driving force for convective motion within the electrode~ 

This effect may be i-educed, however, by employing _low fluid veiocities.: 
' . 

in the channel and by using electrodes of small pore diameter. Calcu-

lations estimating the importance of this effect are €ii ven in Appendix · ·· 

IV. These show that convection in the pores is negligible with respect 

to diffusion when 

. where 

. 0. . 

vd<<l 
Di 

0 ./ m/' v = mass average velocity in the pores, c sec • 
./ 

.d = characteristic electrode dimension, em. 
·.~ .;. ' . 

D
1 

= diffusion coeff.icient species i~. c~2/ sec.:.· · · '· · .. , 
.. 

. ~ . . 

•, 

· ... · 
The' flow channel iS so designed that the upper limit of this parameter _ .. 

···is 
. od·-· .. 
v -yr- ~ 0.001. 

i 
;• 

This value is not approached under any foreseeable qonditions of chan-

nel operation. 

After electrolyzing.the porous electrode in an environment which is 

well characterized, the subsequent poros~ty distribution must be deter-

" mined. Any machin~:ng operation smears the copper metal and destroys 

the original nature of the :porous matrix. Apparently, .the void spaces . v 

must first be completely filled with a hard material :in. order to main-

tain the structural integrity of the original matrix during sectioning • 

. The electrode is subsequently sectioned and thereby made available for 

microscopic examination. 

I 

·- '·.·. 

... 
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4. 0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The considerations of the. previous section led to the use of a 

flow channel in which, at the downstream end, the fluid motion was 

turbulent and steady. A rectangular electrolysis cell was situat~d 
•< 

a.t the downstream end of this flow ·Channel. In this cell,. two porous 

electrodes (the buffer and specimen electrodes mentioned previously) 

formed the bottom wall of the channel. A porous ceramic diaphragm con-

stituted the upper wall of the channel; the counterelectrode was posi

tioned in a compartment above the diaphragm. The flow channel and 

electrolysis cell are shown in Figure 1. 

4.1 Electrodes 

Four porous copper plates,. fabricated from spherical particles 

of order fifty micron diameter, and prepared by sintering in a reducing' 

* atmosphere, were obtained.from the Mott Metallurgical Corporation • 

. Four electrodes were cut from each 9 x 9 x 1 em plate. The specimen 

electrodes were 8 em long, 2 em wide and 1 em deep, whereas the buffer 

electrodes were. 6 em long, 2 em wide and 1 em deep. The initial·, 

porosity of the electrodes was approximately 35%· , 

The specimen and buffer electrodes were fastened to a melamine 

supporting plate with nylon screws. These non-metallic screws prevented 

galvanic and corrosion reactions that would result from metal screws; 

in addition, their presence did not greatly distort the .field distribu-. 

tion within the electrode. The electrodes, mounted on the supporting 

plate, are shown in Figure 2. Electrical contact was made by means of 

solid copper backing plates situated between the electrodes and the 

* Mott Metallurgical Corporation, 272 Huyshope Avenue, Hartford/ 
Connecticut. 
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melamine supporting plate. The sides of the electrode were sealed with 

electrolytic masking tape (not shown in Figure 2). The distance be

tween the two electrodes -was approximately 1501-L which -was the same order 

as the mass transfer boundary layer thickness. 

4.2 Flow Channel 

The flow channel, shown in Figure 1~ ~as fabricated from lucite. 

The electrolyte entered at the left and, flowed three meters before·· 

passing over the electrodes. which were positioned in the electrolysis 

chamber located at the right-hand end of the channel. A clo:se-up view 

of the electrolysis chamber is show~ in Figure 3·' A detailed sectioned· 
. . . 

side-view of the electrolysis chambe'r, Figure 4, shows the mounted · 

electrodes in the oottom wall of the flow channel. The porous ceramic 
-·' I 

plate 1 through which current may pass 1 constituted the .. upper wall of 

the channel. The counterelectrode compartment was directly over the 
. ' 

porous electrodes. Another sectional vieW' of t'he el~ctrolysis. chamber, 

looking upstream, is shown in Figure·5· The porou~ electrodes.occupied 

the· total width of the flow channel.·' 
·.· ' . 

. · After passing over the electrodes, the el~ctrolyte emptied·· into 

a surg~ chamber and was subsequently recirculated. The internal 

cross-section of the flow channel was square,·two centimeters on a sid·e. 

The average velocity of the electrolyte was 21 em/sec, corresponding to 

. a Reynolds number of 3750. . 

The entire flow system is depicted in Figure 6 •. A sta'inless steel 

' centrifugal pump recirculated electrolyte through~" tygon lines. The 

pump dissipated heat, at a small rate, to the circulating electrolyte; 

a small cooling unit maintained the temperature· constant at 25±0.5°C • 

'' . 

'·' ._,. 

•I 

. ~ ·• 

• 

( . 
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Cupric ion diffusion through the porous ceramic diaphragm was 

considerably less than the required flux for cathodic deposition of 

copper, so that hydrogen gas would normally have been evolved at the 

cathode. Consequently, since the electrolyte was recirculated, the 

cupric ion·concentration would have built up during the course of the· 

reaction. This was not desirable; it was preferable that the concen-

. tr?-tion of the bulk electrolyte (external to the porous electrode) 

remain constant during the course of reaction. Therefore, mass trans

fer to the cathode was enhanced by recirculating a portion of the, 

electrolyte through the counterelectrode compartment. Also, a porous 

cathode was fabricated from l/8th inch copper screen, thus creating 

a large cathodic surface area for deposition. 

Cornet and Forster reported a chemical corrosion reaction of 

copper in aerated dilute sulfuric acid and have shown that the corro-

.. sion rate is completely controlled (i.e., rate-limited) by mass trans-. 

fer of dissolved oxygen to the copper surface [8]. Therefore the 

electrolyte in the counterelectrode compartment, the surge chamber and 

the reservoir was blanketed with nitrogen. 

4.3 Electrical Circuit 

·A diagram of the electrical circuit-is shown in Figure 7· The 

anodic dissolution reaction of the specimen electrode was driven by a 

constant current power supply (EJ.ectron~.c Measurements Model C618). 

The metallic phase of the buffer electrode should be maintained at the 

same potential as the metallic phase of the specimen electrode. Hence 

the current flow to the buffer electrode was controlled by a poten

tiostatic power supply (Anatrol Model 4100) using, as the reference 

potential, the potential of the specimen electrode. This type of 
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power supply delivers sufficient current to the working (buffer) elec

trode such that its potential is kept at a fixed value (zero, in 

27 

this case) with.respect to the reference (specimen electrode) potential. 

In· this manner, the potential difference between the two electrodes 

was maintained at less than 50 microvolts, measured by an electronic 
'' .. ,.. I 

microvoltmeter (Keithley Mod~l 150AR). 

The current passing through each electrode was determined by 

measuring the voltage drop across a 0.1-ohm precision·resistor, us~ng_ 

a potentiometric recorder (Sargent Recorder Model MR). Since there was 

the possibility of grounding the system (through, say, the pump), an· 

ammeter (Williamson Model WVA) was placed on the cathode side. There 

are no such ground loops when .the sum of the two anodic currents is 

equal to the cathodic current. The electronic equipment is shown in 

Figure .8 •. ·:'. . ····.· . ·. . : ~ ·. . . .. ·.:-.··.•:;:·.· . .. ~ . 

5. 0 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedure consists of the preparation of suitable. 

electrodes from porous material as supplied, the preparation of the 

appa,ratus prior to electrolysis, the electrolysis itself, "the subsequent· 

treatment of the electrode in preparation for microscopic examination, 

and the examination itself. These steps'are described in the following 

sections • 

. ;.1 Preparation of Electrodes 

As mentioned before, the _electrodes were cut from 9 x 9 x·l em 

porous copper plates using a ve:rtical.slitting saw on a horizontal 

spindel. All machining operati~ns (cutting, milling, drilling and 

tapping) were performed with tools which were degreased with hexane. 
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No cutting lubricants were used and,. at all times,. the elect·rodes were 

handled with degreased gloves. All machining operations were performed 

to tolerances ·of ±1 mil. 

It was found that the electrodes, as supplied, exhibited a region 

of non-un+~():nll porosity, near the external 8 x 2 em surface, which was 

approximately 250f.l. (10 miis) thi_ck. This non-uniform region was removed 

by milling 20 mils off the original external. surface; if done carefully, 

this milling operation did riot destroy the nature of the porous sub

strate but resulted only in the smea~ing of a thin layer (about 10f.l. 

thick) near the remaining external surface. After removing the 20 mils 

from the surface, a blank was· removed from the downstream end of the 

specimen electrode, using the degreased slitting saw again. Examination· 
. . 1 . 

of this blank, measuring 2 x 1 x 2 em, determined whether the milli~ 

of the surface, mentioned previ~usly, was successful in not destroying 

the porous substrate and, moreover, the ·~hickness of the smeared layer. 

The smeared layer, then, was removed by immersing the electrode in a 

well-stirred tank of 1. 5M H2so4,. and passing .anodic current of high 

density through the electrode. A' typical electrode required, for 

example, a current density of 1 amp/cm2 for 60 seconds to remove a 

101-1 smeared layer. (This procedure applied only to the specimen elec-

trode since the buffer electrode was not·analyzed in any quantitative . . 

way.) 

A second blank, of dimensions 2 x 1 x i em, was then removed from 

the downstream end of the specimen electrode; subsequent examination 

of this blank per:mitted determination: .of the initial porosity dis

tribution. Both electrodes were thoroughlynnsed with distilled water, 

dried at 140°C for 24 hours in a ·vacuum oven,. and weighed on a·precision 
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. ' 
· balance; these operations were then repeated until the weight of .the 

electrodes·was reproduced to ±1 mg. 

Both buffer and specimen electrodes were mounte~ on the melamine 

supporting :plate as :previously shown in Figure 2; the sides of both 

61ectrodes .:were sealed with electrolytic masking ta'Pe (vinyl :plastic 

tape, Scotch Brand #470). In order to fill the void spaces of the 

electrodes with electrolyte,. the device shown in Figure 9 was used. 

The lucite cover was clamped over the mounted electrodes and air was 

evacuated from the·. chamber; when the :pressure .was 300~ Hg, the vacuum 

line was closed and electrof;yte (1.5 m ~so4 taken from the reservoir 

. of the flow system) was inti-educed into the chamber via the· electrolyte. 
' . . . 

reservoir shown in Figure 9~. The device. was then removed and the flood~d 
/ 

electrodes were mounted in the wall of the flow charinel, as :previously 

shown in Figures 4 and 5~ 

5.2 Preparation of Flow System 

The electrolyte (20 liters of 1~5M ~so4) was :prepared from dis

tilled water and ~aker and Adamson Reagent Grade (C.P.) concentrated 

( 96. 5%) acid·~. The acid concentration of the electrolyte was determined 

by titration against l.ON NaOH (Harleco :prepared titrant 3908*) using 

. phenolphthalein indicator. ,/ 

For 24 hours :prior to the experiment, nitrogen was s:parged through 

the electro~~e in the reservoir, surge chamber, and counterelectrode 

compartment, as shmm in FigUre 6. The rate of nitrogen flow was' 

. approximately 5'-·/hr. The temperature of the electrolyte, measured in 
' . 

the surge chamber, was adjusted to 25±1°C by immersing the cooling coils 

in ice water. (Dilution of the acid and dissipation from the :pump 

::•* 
Obtained from the Hartman-Leddon Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

• ·W 
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both resulted in heating effects; it was not found necessary to heat 

the electrolyte at any time.) 

When the flow system was ready for electrolysis, the electrodes 

were mounted as shown previously. The pump was actuated and the flow ,. 

rates of' the electrolyte, through the channel and through the counter- · 

.electrode compartment, were measured by collection of the amount of' 

material which flowed during a given.time interval. The flow rates 

were adjusted, using the valves shown in Figure 6, so that the flow rate 

through the channel was 5.0 t./min. (21 em/sec average linear velocity). 

·and the flow rat.e through the counterelectrode ·compartment was 4oo cc/ min. · 

5·3 Conduct of' Electrolysis 

The constant current power' supply was turned on and adjusted to 
, .. 

deliver the desired current to the specimen electrode; the potentiostatic 

power supply was then turned on and the potential difference between 

the porous _electrodes was a~justed to zero (±50~v). The two ariodic 

branch currents (determined from the voltage drops across the 0.1 ohm 

resistors) were alternately measured on the one-track ;potentiostatic 

recorder. Since the output of the constant current power supply did not· 

drift, the current through the buffer electrode was monitored almost 

continuously. Only occasional checks (once.every.thirty minutes) were· 

required to assure that, in fact, the constant current output did not 

'drift. 

The IBM 7090 computer program d.eveloped by Grens; based on the 

.theoretical modei ·of Grens and Tobias, was used to aid in selecting:·a 

suitable current density. for the experiment. The maximum durat:i,on of 

an experiment' for a gi vem system, was d.etermined by the amount of 

.. 
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material that can be dissolved before particles begin to exfoliate 

from the external surface of the electrodes. If such deterioration 

became: evident, the experiment was terminated imeediately. It has 
2 

been found, for instance, that a duration of 120 minutes at 5mA/cm 

was sui table. 

5·4 Preparation of Electrodes for Examination 

After electrolysis the electrodes were removed from the flow chan-

nel and the cycle of·rinsing, drying and weighing operations was repeated 

until the weight of both electrodes was reproduced to ±1 mg. The buffer 

electrode was then set aside and not treated further. 

In order to support the structural integrity of the porous matrix 

during subsequent sectioning, the pores of the specimen electrode were 

filled with epoxy embedding material. The epoxy embedding technique 

·has been.widely employed in biological studies of tissue and muscle 

structure [9]. ·It has als~ been.used in' studies of porous electrodes 

used in lead stoTage batteries [10]. The resin is chemically inert, 

extremely hard, and expands less than 1% during curing. In this study, 

* Ciba Araldite resins were used. 

The specimen electrode was placed in the pyrex vacuum chamber 

shown in Figure 10. The electrode chamber was then evacuated to pressure 

150~ Hg. The liquid epoxy, at 50°C (prepared according to the manu

facturer's directions), was introduced into the vacuum chamber, through 

the lower stopcock shown in Figure lO,.in such an amotint that the entire 

electrode was immersed. When the remaining ·vacuum was then released, 

by rotating the upper stopcock, the epoxy was forced into the void 

* Obtained from R. F. Cargille Laboratories, 33 Factory Street, 
Cedar Grove, New Jersey. 
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spaces within the electrode. The impregnated electrode was then re-

moved from the vacuum chamber, submerged in a container of liquid 

epoxy, and cured for six hours at 80°C. A typical specimen electrode, 

cast in a block of epoxy, is depicted in Figure 11. 

In a similar manner the two blanks, removed from the specimen 

, electrode prior to electrolysis, vere impregnated andcast in epoxy 

blocks. 
\ 

The internal structure was exposed by cutting through the cast 

electrode with a band saw. The cut was taken perpen4icular to the ex

ternal reaction face (the 8 x 2 em side) so that a 2 x 1 em section 

was exposed. The exposed face was smoothed on a belt sander, polished 

wit~ graded emergy papers·and lapped on a glass flat with a slurry of 

lens grinding powder and water. These smoothing operations resulted 

in the smearing of copper over the exposed face, thus obliterating the 

·nature of the porous matrix. However, this smeared layer was removed 

by immersing the sample in an etchant, at ambient temperature, 

composed of 4 gr. Cro
3
, 0.8 gr. NH4Cl, 5:.riil..HN03, and 5 ml H

2
so4 in 

90 ml H
2

0 [11]. 

This treatment exposed a· well-defined portion of the specimen 

electrode for subsequent microscopic examination. A sample prepared 

in the manner outlined above is shown in Figure 12. · The upper edge of 

the exposed face vas, during electrolysis, the external reaction surface; 

the lower edge of the exposed face, during electrolysis, was in contact 

with the metal backing plate. 

5·5 Microsconic Examination 

* 

A metallurgical microscopic (Un~tron*::·Model B-11), with a Polaroid 

Unitron Instrument Company, 66 Needham Street; Newton Highlands 61, 
Massachusetts. 
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Land Camera attachme!lt, was used to take high contrast photomicrographs 

using Type 4700 Polaroid film (ASA Sp~ed 3000). In taking these pic-

tures, the best settings have been found to be: 

· llluminat ion: 

Iris Diaphragm: 

Aperture: 

Objeqt i ve Lens: 

vertical incident along optical aX:is,· using · 

condensing lens and yellow filter, with 12 

watts diSsipated at the lamp. 

'' 
22 rom. 

16 Illt"!l· 

lOX 

Photographic Lens: lOX 

Exposure Time: 1/5 seconds. 

Thirty photomicrographs (at linear·magnification 132 diameters) were 
./ 
/ 

taken of adjac.ent· areas of a portion of the exposed face of the sample 

which included the external reaction SUrface· mentioned above. A com-

posite map of this portion of' the exposed surface was then constructed 

from these photomicrographs. The res~ti.ng map represented an area of 

the ex:posed surface, in acttial size, of about 6 x 1 rom; the map itself,. 

however, measured approximately 75 x 20 em. A typical portion of such 

a map is shown in Figure 13; the magnification of this repr~duction is 

·117 diameters. The external surface of'.}·eaction is shown at the upper 

edge of the figure; the copper particles, exposed by the sectioning 

of the electrode, were originally in'the depth of ~he porous body •. 

It is evident, from Figure 13, that the· external surface of the· 

sample did not appear flat at 132 diameter magnification. Moreover, 

it was difficult to even scribe a line which can be said to be parallel. 

to the eJ>..-ternal sur·face. ,Rather, points were marked on the map which 

were equidistant from the rear surface of the sample. The line through 

.. 
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these points was parallel to the line. through the external. surface. 

The measurements made were the linear porosity On lines parallel 

to the external surface. This was accomplished by scribing a .line 

parallel to the line through the eXternal surface, measuring the total 

length of the line which covers void spaces, and measuring the total 

length of the line itself. The linear porosity, then, was the ratio 

of the total length of line over/<--oid spaces to the total length of 
/ 

the line itself. These measurements were made with a Keuffel and 

Essel map measure (Catalog No~ 62 0300). Because the experiment was 

so designed that the electrode reaction was a·function of depth in the 

electrode only, the porosity at any depth in the electrode should be 

uniform throughout the electrode. Then, because of the randomness of· 
/ 

the spheres, the iinear porosity was equivalent to the true (area)" , 

,porosity as long as the linear measurement was made parallel to the 

external surface. 

6.0 . RESULTS AND'DISCUSSION 

A total of six electrolysis experiments were conducted; the ex-

perimental conditions are tabluated in Table I. The purpose of the 

experiments was both to investigate the capabilities and limitations 

of the method and to refine the techniqti"e. The partial results de- , 

rived from the experiments were evaluated in this context and •rere not 

applied to the investigation of the particular system involved.· The 

experimental procedure given in the. previous section represents the 

most recent :Procedure, 'V1hich was used in Ex:perime:nts #5 and #6. All 

of the eXJ?eriments are discussed in this section; Experiments 114 and 

116 are treated at ·length. 
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\ 

TABLE I: Summary of Experimental Cond.itions. 

! 
I 

/ 
/ 

Current Density on Super
ficial Surface Area of 

. 5p0cimen Electrode, m~/cm2 

Duration of 
Electrolysis, minutes • 

50 544 

·25 .374. 

10 110 

10 150 

10 120 

5 120 

Temperature: 
\' 

Acid Concentration: 1.5 M 

Flow Rates: Flow Channel, 5.0 £./min 

( 21 em/ se:c). Counter-

electrode Compartment, 

·0.1 £./min. 
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The basis for choosing a suitable electrolysis rate, as mentioned 

previously, was a computer program based .on the theoretical model of 

Grens and. Tobias. 

6.1 Exp~rirnent #1 

The procedure of conducting Experiments #1 through #4 was different, 

in two ways, from·the procedure described in the previous section. The, 

surface of the specimen electrode was not machined to reniove the: .. layer 

of non-uniform initial porosity since it was not yet evident, at this 

point in the study, that such a layer existed. In addition (except in 

Experiment #1), the electrodes were not weighed before and after elec-

trolysis. 
' / 

In Experiment '#1, electrolysis was conducted for 544 minutes at a 
. 2 . . 

rate of 50 ma/cm superficial surface area on the specimen electrode. 

After electrolysis, it was apparent that a considerable portion of the 

· original external surface of the electrodes had disappeared during 

reaction. A mi'croscopic examination was not performed. The Faradaic 

losses 1-rere 

= 7·8 gm •. 

'The weight difference of the specimen electrode before and after elec-

troiysis, however, was roughly ten grams. 

It was reasonable to expect that the _appreciable non-Faradaic 

losses were. due to exfoliation of copper particles from the external 

surface of the electrode. . If this had been the case, the bridges be

tween copper particles would have dissolved ~nd the particles near the 

external ·su:r.face:·.would· .have~ .. te·nded :tcr brea:k. away.·,from the electrode 

\ 
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and be svie:pt down the flow channel. The extent of such exfoliation 
.. 
would be reduced by conducting the electrolysis at a lower rate and 

for a shorter duration. 

6~2 Experiment #? 
The electrolysis was conducted for 370 minutes at a rate of, · 

25 ma/cm2 • After electrolysis it was again observed that the original 

external surface of the electrode had been destroyed. No micr.osoopic 

examination was made. The rate and duration of electrolysis were 

further reduced for Experiment #3 . 

. 6.3 Experiment #.3 · 
. . 2 

The current. density on the specimen electrode was 10 ma/cm and 
/ 

the duration of electrolysis was 110 minutes. The resulting Faradaic 

loss was 333 mg on the SJ?ecimen electrode. 

Up to this point in the study, it was thought that the true poro

sity (area) measurements would be: conducted on strips of the photo-

micromosaic, parallel to the external surface,.which were 100 microns 

* wide. This approach was not successful, however, since ~he bulk of 

the dissolution reaction occurred over a distance, near the external 

face .of the electrode, which was the same order as the width of the 

first strip. As a result, the linear porosity method was adopted 

wherein data could be recorded every.ten microns throughout 'the reac-

tion zone. 

6.3 Experiment #4 
. 2 

The electrolysis was conducted ~t a rate of 10 rna/em for 150 minutes. 

* Using a Keuffel and Essel Planimeter, Catalog No·. 62 0005. 
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After electrolysis the specimen electrode was filled with epoxy resin 

and examined at three positions situated 3.0 em, 6.5 em, and 7.0 em 

downstream from the· leading edge. The results of these microscopic 

examinations are given .in Figure. 14 vTherein the linear porosity is 

recorded as a function of depth at each position. All three s·ets of 

information exhibit characteristics. which are, in general, similar. 

44 

The data describes a band which is essentially S-shaped wherein the 

rounding at the front end ( near the external surface) is on the order .. 

of one particle diameter (501J.). This rounding is not predicted by 

the model of Grens and Tobias since they assume that the matrix .is 

macroscopically uniform (see, for instance, the graphs in~·References 

.[1] and [2]). The values of porosity in.the depth of the electrode 
/ 

(past 5001-L) are, for the three positions respectively, 37·9±0.8%, 

35· 5±1.1%, and 34. 0±1. O% at the 95% confidence .level. Evidently there 

was a slight variation in the porosity from point to point along the 

electrode. · 

The difference between the final and initial porosities, integrated 

over the electrode, gives the total amount of material that has·ap• 

parently disappeared. That is 

where W = .Amount dissolved per unit superficial surface area, 
. 2 

gm/cm • 

P =Density of solid phase, gffijcm3. 

Pfinal = P(x)final = Porosity distribution after electrolysis, 

c~/cm. 

P1n~ti~l =··=P(x)initial = Porosity distribution before electroly

sis·, em/ em. 
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The initial porosity was, ·at first, ~ssumed to be the value in the 

depth (past 5001-L) which, moreover, was assumed to be uniform up to the 

external surface prior to electrolysis.. Based on .this assumption, a 

simple graphical integration of the data'indicated that 

', 
.83 mg/cm2 

i-7 = at Position 1 

W = 122 mg/cm
2 at Position 2 

W = 101 mg/cm
2 

at Position 3· 

These values. were compared with the amount of material that dis

solved by Faradaic reaction, which >vas 29 mg/cm2• The disagreement 

between the Faradaic losses and the apparent losses was obvious... It 

was thought, at the time, that the discrepancy was due to a non-uniform 
, . 

initial distribution. This porosity diStribution, prior to electrolysis, 

' 
had not been measured for this experiment. However, a portion of the 

same 9 x 9 x 1 em porous plate, from which the electrode was cut, was 

later examined. ~e results of.this examination are shown in Figure 

15. It is apparent that the porous matrix before electrolysis ex-

· hibited a non-uniform region, near the surface, of approximate thick-·· 

ness 2501-L · (five particle diameters) •. Assuming that the initial dis..: 

tribution showri in Figure 15 was the same over the entire electrode 

surface before. electrolysis, and using ~his distribution for P(;:c\nitial 

in tb,e above· equation, the apparent losses were then 

. 2 
. w = 44 . .lll$/cm .at Position 1 

W.= 83 mg/cm2 at Position 2 

2' 
W = 62 mg/cm at Position 3· 

. . 
It is ·evident that the apparent losses, ·based on the above assumption 

. ' 
·regarding the nature of the porous matrix prior to electrolysis, still 
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did not correspond to the Faradaic losses. 

At this point in the course of the study, two major experimental 

difficulties had become evident: (a) the initial porosity distribu-

tion in the electrode, as supplied by the manufacturer,· was non-uniform,· 

and (b) particles tended to exfoliate from the external surface of 

the electrode. Consequently, before conducting additional electrolysis 

experiments, it was decided to develop a method of preparing the elec-

trades prior to electrol;>rsis whereby the initial porosity distribution 

woula be approximately uniform throuehout the electrode. Using this 

method, which has been described above, it was found that electrodes 

could be prepared with an initial porosity distribution which was, 

'typically, uniform :to within 1~ 5 particle diameters (751-1) of the ex-

ternal surface. In addition, the electrodes·were rinsed, dried and 

weighed before and after electrolysis, by the procedure already described. 

The analysis of the. information obtained during an experiment 

allowed three independent observations: (a) the Faradaic losses,. ob-

tained.by monitoring the current passed through the electrode during 

the electrolysis)' (b) the apparent losses, evaluated by integration 

of the linear porosity data using the above equation; and (c) the 

actual losqes, obtained by weighing the el~ctrode before and after 

·electrolysis. If exfoliation occurred then the actual losses would be 

greater than the Faradaic losses. If, at the same time, the initial 
I 

porosity distribution were uniform, then the apparent losses would be 

less than the Faradaic losses since the post-electrolysis examination 

could not determine the position of the original surface prior to elec-

trolysis. That is, if the external surface had receded, then the 

subsequent integration, over the electrode, would extend only to the 



~est-electrolysis surface and not to the ~re-electrolysis surface. 

On the other hand, if exfoliation had not occurr~d and if the initial 

~oro~ity distribution were not uniform, then the actual and Faradaic 

losses would be the same, but would differ from the a~~arent losses. 

6.5 Ex~eriment #5 

Prior to electrolysis the surface layer,· wherein the ~orosity 

distribution was non-uniform, was removed from the s~ecimen electrode 

by the ~rocedure described ~reviously. In the electrolytic ~olishing 

o~eration, an average su~erficial current density of 0.9 A/cm
2 

was 

~assed through the electrode for 90 seconds. U~on subsequent examina- · 

tion, it 1-1as found that the initial ~orosity distribution was uniform 

to within l. 5 ~article diameters ·of the external surface. 

Both electrodes were rinsed, dried and weighed (as discussed ~re

. viously) both before and after electrolysis. Before electrolysis, 

the s~ecimen electrode weighed, after each cycle of o~erations,. 

61.2918 gm, 61.2894 grn, and 61.2895 gm. Since t·he weight of the elec-

trode changed by only 2 mg, it was thought that, the oxidation of the 

co~per surface (clearly evident from the discoloration of the electrode) 

did not significantly contribute to the weight of the electrode. 
2 . 

The electrolysis of the sample was.conducted at 10 ma/cm for a 

.duration of 120 minutes, corresponding to a Faradaic loss of 285 mg. 

The actual weight loss, however, Was 1.139 gm. At the buffer electrode, 

the Faradaic loss was 255 mg whereas the actual weight loss was 870 mg. 

Since the a~parent non-Faradaic losses were considerable, the micro-

scopic examination of the final state of the electrode was not ~er

formed. Rather, it was decided to reduce the current density to 5 ma/cm2 

for Ex~eriment #(). 
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6.6 Experiment #6 
Prior to electrolysis the spe.cimen electrode was machined to 

' . 
remove the surface layer which contained the region of non-uniform 

porosity. The initial porosity d.istribution 1vas subsequently deter

mined by a microscopic examination of a blank removed from the dovmstream 
. ' 

end of the specimen electrode. The data are shovm in .Graph (a) of 

Figure 16; the mean porosity is 33.8±0.8% at ·the.95% confidence level. 

Since it was not possible to evaluate the .informati<?n obtained over 

the first particle diameter in depth (50 m_icrons) the data presented 

in Figure 16 represents the porosity starting at a distance of 501-l 

from the external surface of the electrode • 

. Electrolysis was conducted at a rate of 5 -ma/cm2 and a duration of 

120 minutes, corresponding to Faradaic losses, at ·the specimen electrode, 

·of 146,mg (11.8 mg/cm2 ) • At the buffer electrode the Faradaic loss 

was 121 mg (10.1 mg/cm2 ). 

The results of the weighing procedure .are given in Table II. ·Prior 

to electrolysis, both electrodes gained weight after each cycle of 

operations, indicating that oxidation products ·"VTere ·accumulating 

.within the electrode and were contributing a det~ctable portion to the 

overall weight. · This acc:umula:tion, as observed, appeared to be some:·. 

10% of the total vTeight loss which, for the s;pecimen electrode, was 

314 mg and; for the buffer electrode, was 348 mg. 

After electrolysis the specimen electrode was· embedded with epoxy 

resin and examined at three positions situated 1.4 em, 3-1 em, and 

5.0 em downstream from the leading edge. The porosity data from the 

analysis, respectively, are shown in Graphs (b), (c), and,(d) of 

Figure 16. The values of porosity in the depth of the electrode (past 

.· 
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·TABLE II: Electrode Weighing Data, Exp~riment :/f6. 

Rinse Drying Conditions Specimen Electrode Buffer Electrode 
Weight gms. Weight gms. 

Yes 145°C,. 30.hrs, 28" vacuum 65.01.97 

Yes 106°C, 26 hrs, 28" vacuum 65.0234· 

Yes 142°C, 9 hrs, 8" . 2 vacuum 65·.0250> 

No Room temperature 66.6465 
/ 

No Room tempera~ure, 10 days 66.6484 

Yes 145°C, 24 hrs, · 28" vacuum 65.0290 66.6618 

No 144°C, 23 hrs, 28 11 vacuum 65 .. 0332 66.6675 

No Room temperature, l day 66.6697 

I 
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3501-L) are, for the three positions respectively, 33·9±3.0%, 29.9±1.9%, 

and 42.2±1.1% at the 95% confidence level. Evidently there was a con

siderable variation in porosity.from point to point along the electrode. 

Moreover, the variation wasso great that it could have been due only 

to gross non-uniformity in the electrode prior to the electrolysis. 

Assuming that the initial poros·ity \vas uniform and equal to the 

value in.the depth (past 3501-L) at each position, a simple graphical 

integration of the data indicated that 

\-1 = • 5· 9 mg/cm
2 

at Position 1, 

W = .28.6 mg/cm2 at Position 2, 

W = 9·4 mg/cm
2 

at Position 3· 
. . 2 . 

These results agreed with the Faradaic losses (10.1 mg/cm ) more so 

than the results of Experiment #4; ·however:. the agreement was in no' 

way quantitative. 

The data indicate, in a qualitative manner, that the bulk of the 

reaction took place very near the external surface of the electrode, 

>·rhich was as expected since the exchange current density, for copper 

dissolution, is very large. On the other hand, the electrode behavior 

near the external surface was not well-characterized in that both 

particles tended to exfoliate and the microscopic examination technique 

could not be applied. Consequently the reaction distribution was some-

what obscured.. A better procedure would be to· use electrodes which 

would not exfoliate·and use a system for whi~h the exchange current 

density is lower. 



7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the limited number of experiments described in the 

previous section, it was found that reaction distributions can be 

determined which are in qualitative agreement with present theories. 

It was demonstrated that electrolysis experiments can be conduct-ed in· 

such a way that -the electrode behavior is well-characterized. However, 

secondary effects, due largely to the fabrication of the electrode 

material,· have obscured quantitative results. 

The electr.odes, even if manufactured perfectly, would tend to ex-
. . . 

foliate when bridges between copper· particles dissolve and the particles 

near the surface tend to break away from the electrode and be swept 

down the flow channel. In addition, the manufacturer of the electrodes 
,. 

/ 

was unable to supply porous bodies with a homogeneous uniform porosity. 

The bulk porosity varied from point to point 'within the body of the 

. electrodes and a surface layer (of approximate thic.kriess 350f.l.) existed 

in which the porosity was non-uniform. Alternate sources of supply 

were not found although some twenty firms were approached. 

A considerable improvement in the present technique would be to 

conduct electrolysis with electrodes of different structure such that 

non-uniformity and exfoliation would be ;r-educed. It is possible that 

· . these shortcomings would be overcome by use of electrodes fabricated 

by sintering together a packet of .wires of small diameter. The void 

spaces ·within the· packet (between the wires) woUld consitute the pores 

. which, depending upon the placement of the wires, could be made more 

· or less straight. Exfoliation would be greatly reduced and the initial 

distribution at any point would be uniform through the depth of the 

electrode. 

, .. 
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It was shown that microscopic examinations can be conducted by the 

technique discussed above and that local porosities can be evaluated. 

The method does not·provide information in a surface layer of width one 

particle diameter. If such examinations are to be employed with elec-

trodes fabricated from small wires, as suggested above, then random 

sampling would have to be employed in order. to obtain a representative 

section. 

Although the ·acid copper system is convenient in some respects, 

as discussed previously, it nevertheless has the serious disadvantage 

that the exchange current density is very high. As mentioned previously, 
,. 

the exchange current density appears in the parameter ~ such that, .for 

large values of exchange current density,.the reaction distribution is 

highly non-uniform. It would be more suitable to use a system for ~hich 

the exchange current density is lower but which, at the same time, 

would have the desirable characteristics discussed in Experimental De- · 

sign. Unfortunately, the number of such systems is limited; among 

possible choices are silver (nitrate or perchlorate), cadmium (sulfate), 

copper (nitrate), and indium (chloride, .. nitrate· or sulfate). 

The measured loss in electrode weight was affected by the formation 

of oxide during the operations involved ~n preparing the electrodes 

for weighing. A better procedure would be to perform such operations 

in an inert or reducing atmosphere. 

The method described in this study has not resulted in quantita

tive descriptions. of the reaction distributions within flooded porous 

electrodes. In view of the results reported above, however, it should 

be possible to modify the technique to such an extent that fruitful 

results might be obtained. As suggested above, this might be accom-

plished by using wire electrodes, employing a system with a lower exchange 

current density and performing the weighing operations in an inert atmosphere. 



8.0 · APPENDICES. 

APPENDIX I: Some Properties of the Acid Copper System. 

Density and Viscosity: , 

The density and viscosities of various aqueous Cuso4-H2so4 

solutions, at 25°C, are [12] 

Molarity of Cuso4 Density, gm/c~3 . ViscositYr c;p. 

0 1.0885 1.21 

0.05 1.0949 1.24 

0.10 1.1018 1.27 

0.20 1.1150 1.33 

Solubility: 

The solubili~y/of cuso4 .•5H
2

o in water is [13] 

Temperature, °C 

0 

100 

Solubility, gm/100 ml H20 

.31.6 

203-3 

Oxidation Potentials: 

The oxidation ;potentials, at 25°C, are [141 

+ . 
Cu = Cu + e, 

++ Cu = Cu + 2e, 

Conductivity: 

E0 = -0.522 v. 

E0 = -0.3460 v. 

The specific conductivity .~f l. 5M H2so4 at 25°C .i·s [15] 

k = 0~597 qhm-l cm-l 

Diffusion Coefficients: '. 

For cupric ions (o.o~~ Cuso4 ) in 1.5~0M.H2So4 at '25°C [16] 

Dcu++ ·= 0.628 x 10-5 cm2/s~c. 

For hydrogen ions at infinite dilution and 20°C, [17]. 

~+ = 37.x 10-
4 

cm2/volt-sec. 

2 
em v

' sec 

0.0112 

' '• 

., 



For sulfate ions (1.5M) at 25°C, [18] 

t
804 

= o~8oo • 

Kinetic Parameters: 

For the acid copper system; [19] 

-4 I 2 i = 3.4 x 10 a em , 
0 

for 0.1N H2so4 and O.OlM Cuso4. 

Another investigator [20] reports 

i = 2.3 a/cm
2

• 
0 

Another recent study gives [21] 

i
0 

= 1.1 x 10-2 a/cm2 

a. = 0.57· 

, .. 
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APPENDIX II: V~ss Transfer Design Calculations 

Deissler calculated the local mass transfer rate for the inlet 

region of a pipe as a function of the Reynolds number, the Schmidt 

number, and the distance downstream from the leading edge of the mass 

transfer zone. Using the.d~ta in Appendix .I, the choosing an average 

fluid velocity of 21 em/sec, the Reynolds number is then 

The Schmidt 

Re 
v d '(21 cm/sec)(2 em) 

3750-= -- = = v (0.0112 cm
2
/sec) 

number for 
++ Cu in 1. 5M H2so4 is 

.Sc = ,_v_ = -~( 0=-"_:0:.::;1:.::1~2_c.:..:m:.::..2...L/..::s..;;.e-=-cJ-) __ 
Dcu++ (0.628 x. 10-5 cm2/sec) 

= 1780. 

The results· of Deissler, for Sc = 1000, are shown in Figure 17. For a 

· Reynolds number of 3750, it. is estimated that the non-uniform mass 

transfer region extends three equivalent pipe diameters (six hydr~ulic 

·diameters) downstream from the leading edge of the mass. tran·sfer region. 

Consequently~ the length of the buffer electrode was chosen to be six 

hydraulic. diameters, or 6 em. 
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APPENDIX III: Hydraulic Design Considerations 

\fuen fluid enters a flow channel, the velocity distribution under

goes rearrangement over a region near the channel entrance. In tur-

bulent flow the distance over which the velocity distribution thus 

·varies is usually lOO to 200 hydraulic diameters, depending upon ~he 

state of surface roughness of the channel walls I22]. Downstream from 

this entrance region, the turbulent motion is said to be steady, .or 

well-developed. Consequently the electrodes were placed 300: 'hydraulic 

diameters downstream from the entrance of the channel.· 

I • 

I 
./ 

I 
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APPE1~IX IV: On Pressure-Induced Convection Within an Electrode 

Tne one-dimensional equation of steady mass flux of species i in 

an incompressible fluid with no homogeneous reaction and constant 

properties is 

where 

Let y* 

Then 

dci 
v-dy 

. 2 
d c1 

=D. --r 
'1. dy 

v = velocity of the fluid, em/ sec, 

ci = concentration fo species i, mols/cm~ , 

Di = diffusion coefficient of species i, cm
2
/sec. 

= l.. lvhere d is ·the thickness of the electrode (in the y-directiori) • 
d' . 

The term on the left represents the convective contribution to the • 

mass flux and the term on the right represents the contribution due to 

diffusion. For convection to be negligible with respect. to diffusion, 

in the pores, we must satisfy the condition 

where v0 
= velocity of fluid in the pores, em/sec, 

since both derivatives are of the same order of magnitude .. 

Although it is possible to calculate the velocity, v0
, by numeri-. 

cal methods, such precision is unnecessary. Instead, the upper limit 

of v0 is estimated by considering flow through a porous body rather 

thari flow past a porous body~ Permeability data, for porous bodies 

of 50~ spherical particle diameter was not found; hdwever, commercial 

data is available for pressurized flow of water through l/8th inch 
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. ~orous stainless steel [23]; the flow rate is tabulated as a function 

of the mean ~ore size and the ~ressure dro~ across the ~orous body. 

The ~ressure drop in a flow channel is 

tsP= 

where f = Fanning friction factor, 

L = Distance over which the ~ressure dro~ is to be 

determined, em., 

v =Average fluid velocity in the channel, em/sec.,. 

D =Diameter, em., 

g =Acceleration of gravity, em/sec/sec. 

Since the pressure drop is proportional to the square of the velocity 

in the channel, a .low· channel velocity is desirable; too lO'tl' ·a:, velocity,· 

hOi·Tever, will result in laminar rather than turbulent· flow. Based on 

this consideration, an average fluid velocity of 21 em/sec was chosen;· 

this corresponded to a Reynolds number of 3750 for which the friction· 

factor, f,was 0.010 [24]. Consequently, the pressure drop over a 

distance of l/8th inch in the flow channel is 

= 0.00156 dynes/cm2 / 

-6 = 9·7 x 10 psi. 

From the source mentioned above, the flow rate through l/8th inch 

porous stainless steel of ~ore diameter 20~ is 4 x 10-7 gpm/ft2 , which 

is equivalent to 27.2 x 10-lO em/sec. .The porosity of the electrode 

is approximately 35% so that the velocity of the flui'd. in the ~ore,. v0
, is 



Hence 

• 

-10 
0 27.2 X 10 

v = 0-35 
-1o I = 7s x 10 . em sec •. 
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9.0 NOTATION 

English Letters 

a = specific surface area of porous matrix, cm
2

/cm3. 
3. 

=concentration of species.k in bulk electrolyte, gm-rnol/crn • 

D 

F 

g 

1 

= characteristic electrode d~rnension, em. 

= equivalent diameter of flow channel, ern. 

= diffusion coefficient of species k, · cm
2 
/sec. · 

=Fanning friction factor •. 

= Faraday4 s constant, 96,500 coul/equiv. 

- gravitational constant, em/sec/sec. 

=exchange current density of electrode reaction, amp/cm
2. 

= curren~ density in the electrolyte at the pore en~rance, 
amp/em~. · 

= length of average pore through porous electrode, em. 

L · = distance along flow channel, em. 

n - number of Faraday r s of charge transferred per gm-mol of 
reaction (positive for cathodic). 

Pft~l = porosity distribution after electrolysis~ ern/ern~ 

P(x) = poro. sity distribution before electrolysis, ern/ern. Initial 

v = average fluid' velocity in flow channel, ern/sec. 

0 fluid velocity in 
~ 

em/sec. v = average pores, 

w = amount dissolved per unit superficial surface area, gm/cm
2

• 

Greek Letters 

= transfer·coefficient in overpotential expression. 

= i* t/nF Dkc~ = mass transport parameter, dimensionless. 

=. o/1= equivalent transfer layer thiclmess, dimensionless. 

= equivalent transfer layer thiclmess, em. 



• 

• 

~t =activation overpotential, volts. 

v = kinematic viscosity, cm2/sec. 

~ =a 12 i 0 /nF Dkc~ =kinetic parameter, dimensionless • 
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11.0 FIGURE CAPTIONS 

General view of the flow channel. 

Porous electrodes mounted on melamine .supporting sheet. 

Close-up view of electrolysis chamber situated at downstream 
end.of flow channel. 

Sectional drawing of electrolysis chamber, I. 

Sectional drawing of electrolysis chamber, II. 

· Flow system diagram. 

Electrical circuit diagram. 

View of electronic instruments. 

Sectional drawing of :t;looding dev:ice clamped over mounted 
electrodes. 

Pyrex vacuum chamber used in filling electrodes with e];)oxy resin. 

A typical specimen electrode cast. in a block of epoxy resin. 
. . 

Electrode ·sample prepared for microscopic examination. 

A typical portion of the composite map of a sample surface, 
constructed from photomicrographs. Tne magnification, of the 
above photograph, is 117 diameters. 

Fig. 14 Porosity distributions after electrolysis, Experiment #4. 

Fig~ 15 Porosity distribution prior to electrolysis, Experiment /f4. · 

Fig. 16 Porosity distributions before and after electrolysis, 
Experiment . #6. 

Fig. 17 Variation of local mass transfer rate (Nusseit number) with 
distance downstream from leading edge and Reynolds number. 
(From Dei.ssler [7])., 

TABLE CAPTIONS 

·Table I Summary of experimental conditions. 

Table II Electrode weighing data, Experiment #6. 
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